Contribute your inputs to WCDRR sessions:
View each session to contribute: www.wcdrr.org/conference/programme
• Key materials, publications capturing country experiences, challenges and solutions.
• Initiatives and programmes that scale-up the implementation of disaster risk reduction.
• Ways to motivate innovation and build sustainable partnerships for implementation in the area addressed by the session.

Make a commitment:
Register a commitment to contribute to the implementation of the post 2015 framework for disaster risk reduction towards a substantial reduction of disaster losses, in lives, and in the social, economic and environmental assets of persons, communities and countries.
www.wcdrr.org/preparatory/commitments

Celebrate the success of HFA:
Share how the HFA has helped to change attitudes and policies towards disaster risk management over the last decade. Selected practices or cases will be highlighted before and during the WCDRR.
www.wcdrr.org/celebrating

WCDRR Networking:
‘WCDRR Connect’: Easily find and connect with other participants who share your interests – in person or by email.
Coming soon

During

Live from WCDRR:
• Watch or listen to live webcasts of the WCDRR Plenary, Official Statements, Ministerial Roundtables and other major sessions.
www.wcdrr.org

Before, During and After

Spread and capture the DRR word through social media:
• Tweet and follow #WCDRR
https://twitter.com/hashtag/wcdrr

Become a DRR Knowledge Ambassador:
Join the Information and Knowledge Management for Disaster Risk Reduction (IKM4DRR) community. As an IKM Ambassador, show and share with others what they can do to participate in sustainable knowledge management:
www.preventionweb.net/go/ikm4drr

IGNITE a conversation that lasts:
IGNITE stage participant videos will be captured and featured on WCDRR and spark lasting conversations as a new PreventionWeb feature.
Coming soon

Share your DRR expertise:
• ‘Ask an Expert’: where thematic experts invite the public at large to ask key questions, share concerns and comments for their take on DRR issues: http://www.preventionweb.net/ask-expert/sessions/
• Guest Editor: experts and thought leaders provide analysis and recommend key reading for improved understanding and action. Sign up to share your expertise:
www.preventionweb.net/experts/guest-editor/
• Op-Ed: Thought leaders give their view on emerging trends and topics to provoke action: http://www.preventionweb.net/experts/guest-editor/

Show how to do DRR:
• Contribute to the knowledge base: Share your case studies, guidelines, policy and plans with the broader community sharing examples of how to do DRR:
www.preventionweb.net/submit